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Eastern Washington State College

Student Fees Exp:lo·red
Where is our money going? How is it being
used? Chuck Plumb exploras the proble m of
student fees at Eastern.

See Page Six

LIBERAL EDUCATION ,EMPHASIZED

Piresident Addresses Convocation
A challenging speech on
"Education In A Changing
World" was delivered at the
Annual President's Convocation by Dr. Don S. Patterson,
last Thursday, in Showalter
auditorium.
Presented in the convocation were several vocal selections presented by the Collegians under the direction of
Mr. Manzo, music instructor.
Selections sang were "Sound
of Music,11 '~Me And My Shadow," and 1 "More I Cannot
Wish You."

.,

At the convocation President
Patterson stated "We are experiencing change, new dimensions in living, today like
in no other period in history.
Only a few years ago the students of adaptability indicated
it took 35 years from the point
of a social invention until a
new idea or process became
universally adapted and implemented."
One point bronght out in
the speech was that industrial
automation
and
domestic
mechanization wiU leave us
with more time on our hands.
Not long ago persons worked
a 60 hour week, then it was
55 hours, then 48, and now 40,
with a few working 35 hours
a week. There are those predicting even a 10 hour week,

Above, Peggy Lewis l~oks into her future as editor of the
"new" Kinnikinick. She has outlined the changes for the 1962
yearbook and states that there will be no formal shots. The
coming yearbook will be a picture story of college and campus
Jife.
. '
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NEW f()RM,AJFORSEEN IN YEARBOOK ·

For EaS t ertl

A bold new approach in
yearbook production is taking
place this year-no clubs, no
sports, no royalty. In short,
there will be 200 blank pages
that you can fill with signatures. Well, the change won't
be quite that radical, but I'm
sure it will jolt your expectations.
Peggy Lewis, this year's editor1 is bringing an overdue
change in the organization and
layout of the Kinnikinick,
Eastern's yearbook.
The 1962 Kinnikinick will
be organized Jround the average college student's impression of Eastern.
The first section will follow
the student as he is introduced
to Cheney and the campus.
Administration and various
other activities such as associated students and Easterner
will follow as the student
learns the organization of the
college. Once orientated to his
new surrounding, he begins to
- meet the people from the living groups and departments.
Here a new emphasis will be
put on classes.
,
F1nally, working and leisure
activities will be portrayed.
Individual pictures of all the
students will again appear in
the back of the book, but this
year there will be a list of
activities under each.
The layout change will be
even more radical. It will follow the theme "Memorable
Mome nts in Action" to the extent of excluding all for mal
shots except the individual
pictures in the back.
Clubs, sports, queens, and
other recognized people will
appear only in action in t he
highlight section, which will
follow a month by month pattern. For instance, during t he
month of October a few clubs
may be represented building
Homecoming floats, the Homecoming Queen will be shown
when she is chosen, and sports
will be represented by the
Homecoming game. By using

·

'Vets CIUb Suspended
By ,Council Action

By Paddock.

The car pulled up to the
backstage entrance, a man got
out, unshaven, clothes wrinkled and noticeably tired. This
Your Help Is Needed
was Dave Brubeck, a performJn order to make this pro- er who was soon to set hundgressive movement away from reds of feet tapping to the
the trite, and over-used, Peggy time of his enchanting music.
The audience had waited
will need your assistance.
First, all club activities should patiently for. ove~ an hour and
be brought to the attention of a half. Weather conditions out
the yearbook editor at least of Portland and Seattle had
one week before it occurs. delayed Mr. Brubeck to the
Second, each student will be point of chartering a plane to
expected to get his picture Spokane in order to play for
taken when the arrangements the Eastern audience.
are made.
"Jazz is already an AmeriPegy would like to hear any can heritage," Dave Brubeck
comm~nts or criticisms you mentioned backstage, "it almay have, but before you close ready has a history."
your mind to this change,
As to the lasting qualities of
please consider the purpose jazz he quipped, "Sure it will
behind it.
last. Gershwin, our only oper"We wish that this book be atic jazz composer, is still
worthwhile to the students played and enjoyed. Even t he
working on it, the students earliest Dixieland composireading it, and the college tions are still popular today
represented by it." A book like and Dixieland was the earliest
this will catch the eyes of form of Jazz."
many prospective students by
Many consider the Dave
showing the best of college Brubeck Quartet t he best jazz
life in a darin~ new manner. combo in the country. To this
And for you, 1t wi11 portray Brubeck said, "I agree. Our
a vivid picture of the memor- balance between the individable moments of 1962.
ual instruments is almost perfect. We've worked hard for
this." This wasn't conceit, it
was the plain truth.
Art Instructors

Mr. Hanrahan, Mr. Daugherty, and Miss Wiley, members
of t he Art Department, have
been invited to exhibit in a
forthcoming all-sculpture invit ational exhibition at WSU's
Spokane Art Center.
The exhibition will last
t hrough t he month of November and will include t he outstanding sculpture of this
area.
Mr. Hanrahan will contribute several pieces in wood and
Mr. Daugherty will display
some pieces in a variety of
media. Miss Wiley will exhibit
pieces in wood and stone.

Proglfam Varies

"We don't have a set program. We play what the audience seems to like. We always
are doing new stuff. The popuJ ar pieces today seem to be
Raggy Wa l't:z: and Blue Shadows."

gard for human and values
which are a concern of liberal education." He went ·on to
say, "Young ' people who face
preparation for a profession
must be capable of seeing
their chosen careers as a part
of a larger mean,ingful whole."
The liberal education, Dr.
Patterson outlined, should aim
at the development of certain
essential skills. High priorities
include the ability to think
clearly and logically, a command of one's own language in
reading, writing and speaking,
and a good grasp of certain
basic principles gained from
a number of academic fields.
Near the end of the speech
Dr. Patterson stated, "The college has a responsibility t o
every student it admits. Our
greatness will not be measured by our size, nor by the
number of books in our library nor by the beauty of our
campus. Our real greatness
will be found in our dedication to the. principle of excitin~ in students the urge to
thmk independently and critically about the world in
which they live.
This was Eastern Washington State College's eighth annual President's convocation
delivered by Dr. Don S. Patterson.

r

this approach, all that is an
active part of campus life will
be represented.

To Exhibit At
Forthcoming Show

in the future. Although none
of these predictions of s·h orter
hours was projected for eiti\er
college .students or faculty.
"Our Great Achievements
have left the great mass of us
with little interest or energy
for serious study and reflection," Dr. Patterson stated. He
wcmt on to say, "We do not
k11ow how to exploit the enjoyment of the aesthetic or
the artistic. In fact very few
even know how to play oi relax. We do far too little serious contemplation; however,
we do take time to race somewhere to wait."
Dr. Patterson pointed out
that the primary mission in
this institution is the providing of a good liberal education. Individuals are citizens
and persons before they are
professional personalities. No
effective vocational career can
emanate from a feeble and
shallow
educational
backgroundi Career preparation is
perfectly legitimate objective
of this college experience. It
must be developed in addition
to a good liberal education.
The President of the school
stated, "I think we have evidence in the world of what
happens when a people are
farced to care only for technical competence without re-

-

Soon after t he arrival of the
piano player the rest of t he
combo arrived.
Paul Desmond, one of the
original members of t he Octet,
was featured on the sax.
Drum Solo' "Wasn't So Long"

Joe Morello, "one of the top
drums in the country," held
down the percussion section.
Hi s seven minute drum solo
won immediate audience acclaim. Later he said, "That
wasn't so long. I usually go

Council No Longer Recognizes Vets Club
As a result of the Thursday
night meeting of the Associated Student Council, the Vets
club is no longer recognized
as a campus organization.
The suspension of the club
resulted from numerous complaints presented to Council
concerning the conduct of the
Vets during the October 21
Homecoming game at Woo~ward field. Complaints listed
the Vet's conduct as embarrassing, damaging to school
reputation, unexcusable, and

unfitting of a college organization.
In the past, the Vets club
has done many meritable
things for t he Eastern campus. The Vets have contributed much toward making our
campus and our community a _
better place to live.
Action Considered

A motion was presnted to
Council following a lengthy
discussion concerning the conduct of t he club. It was only
after careful consideration of
t he issues that action was taken.
As a result of this action,
t he constitution of the Vets
club will no longer be recognized by the Associated StuMrs. Opal Fleckenstein, art dents This club will lose acinstructor, received notice that cess to student 'funds and will
her handwoven r ug was se- be unable to hold functions of
lected to be displayed in the any kind on school property.
The club is required to reContemporary Craftsmen of
main
suspended until next fall
the Far West Exhibit which
quarter.
At that time they may
opened in September at the
for
re-admittance but
apply
Museum of Contemporary
so
on a probational
must
·do
Crafts in New York.
basis.
,¥ade In Mexico
This rectan~ular rug was
made in Mexico while Mrs.
Fleckenstein was attending PERSONNEL BOARD
the Instituto Allende in San TO MEET
Miguel Allende, Guanajuato. It
was made with native wools
The personnel board of Eastt hat were carded, spun, and ern Washington State College
dyed right on the spot. The will meet November 27 at 9
rug was woven on an eight- a. m. in the office of the
foot-high Mexican loom "which president to consider classifiyou had to crawl up and into cations and pay scales r ecomin order to weave," said Mrs. mended for civil service employees by the Public AdminFleckenstein.
istration Service.
All employees who are inabout 14 minutes but I wasn't
ter
ested are invited t o attend.
feeling so good today."
Gene Wright, the newest
member of the quartet, did an Navy Team Coming
excellent job on the bass.
On November S' and 4 memAs the audience judged the
performance, the performers bers of the Navigator Informaalso judged the audience. tion team will be in the SUB
''They were ver y good- espec- to interview students interially after they waited so ested in obtaining naval commissions.
long," Brubeck said.

M.rs. Fleckenstein's
Rug On Di:sp,lay

Sounding Board
EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
Publl11bed weeltlJ' dorina the achoo) J'e&r, except vaeationa and
holiday• and periods immediately precedln,r by the Asaoelatecl
Studente of Eutern WubJnston Colleare of Education, Chene, .
Wash. Application for NMinU, at Cheney, Washington, pendlDJZ.
Entered u Second Clua Matter Nov. 8, 1916, at the Post OC!lct
llt Cheney, Wuhlntrton, under the Act of Con!lresa March S, 1879 .
Advertlalnsr rat.ea furniehed on application. Represented for
national ad"Hrtlalnir by National Advertlelng, Inc., 420 Mndlaon
Avenue, N- York 17, New York. Right to decline any advertlein11 le reaened.
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By Bob Stevens

I hesitate to spend another issue moralizing but recent difficulties have arisen which make it , necessary.
Big Charlie and his associates have been making .campus history during the past few weeks and among Charlie's comrades, there are appearing a few "Little Mildreds" also.
Considering the fact that we may soon become nicknamed
"Alky Tech," some action should be taken by the students and
the administration to halt the social fermentation which is now
taking place on the Eastern campus. I refer to this social fermentation as the complete disregard for such things as self
restraint, public opinion, and social principles which our society
has spent oocades in establishing.
I will take this space to comment on the unofficial welcoming committee which met Dave Brubeck at the back stage
entrance to Show~lter aurntorium on Thursday night.
For those of you , who are not aware of this little occurence,
several members of the local chapter of Alcoholics Unanimous
were on hand to present Mr. Brubeck with their serttiments.
Althoug-h this mission was probably carried out with the best
of intentions, I fear that Mr. Brubeck failed to see the merit
of the venture.
It is a memorable experience indeed, for anyone to witness
one of our students crawling across the lawn on all fours and
uttering profane ;remarks at the top of his pickled lungs.

T•his and many comparable events have made it necessary,
in my opinion, that we adopt a stronger means of deaJing with
the alcoholically inclined. By this, I in no way discount the
merits of an occasional bit of spirits, but by permitting our students to consume their pleasures openly, we discourage the
imagination and ingenuity involved in sneaking an occasional
snort.
If this public display of primitive conduct does not cease ,
Eastern's reputation will go down the proverbial drain like
last year's n'attonal budget.

This problem has reached an organized level, and it is now
time to put a cork in the bottle and clean up the mess. If not,
we will go down in history as the "thinking-drinking class."

ulty and students of Eastern.
Dear Editor:
We commend Whitworth's
I would like to thank Carol
mature
response to your imShuey and the Home-coming mature behavior.
Committee for the opportunWe recognize that not all
ity to present my reading of your
organization was pr~sent;
the "Tiger" and "The Cre- however those that were there
ation" to a college audience. represented the Entire Vets
It has never been my policy
to apologize or to explain the Club-And Eastern.
AWS Council
readings that I use, but due
to certain remarks made about
the sacriligious nature of
"The Creation " I feel com- TO THE EDITOR:
Peoples of the world had
pelled to state 'my reasons for
including this particular poem better spend less time fighting
one another and pay more atin my presentation.
tention to fighting the forces
I do not profess to be a of nature, such as insects,
'good christian,' or even one water shortages and diminishthat knows what God means ing resources, ,t hings ~hat
or does not mean. I do not have the final say about how
know whether God is a Black we live.
~
'
God or a White God. I have
Si@ed
no way of knowing if he would
William ~. Sullivan
or would not play bongos, or
even if he would frown upon
their use when His name is
mentioned. I do know this,
however, that I worship my
God as I see fit, and not in
the manner that someone else
would like me to. My God not
only plays Bongo drums, but
The Intercollegiate Knights,
he' walks on the streets of a national men's service honSkid-row. He drinks wine, and orary, is currently accepting
He gives of Himself to all men letters of application for memregardless of station or wealth. bership.
My God likes to listen to a
jazz piano amt He would probIt is requested that eligible
ably be found patting His foot applicants submit a letter to
in time to a rock-n-roll blues the Duke stating· the reasons
singer. This God of mine that why he would like to join and
made my world is a sort of listing his past and present
easy going good natured Guy membership in extra-curricuthat doesn't give a darn if lar activities.
you wear a beard or a turnedTo be eligible, an a~plicant
around collar as long as you
must
have the following qualBelieve in Him. He gave me
ifications:
the voice to read, He gave
Mr. Johnson the Ability to
He must be a sophomore or
write . .Together Mr. Johnson junior, have an accumulative
and I. in our own ways, de- gpa of 2.25, and must show
clared our love and worship enoug,h interest and put forth
for Him. I don't apologize and enough effort to ;meet tlie reI am sure Mr. Johnson doesn't quirements of a "page" pereither.
iod to be held next quarter.
Thank you
· All letters of application
Tarz Williams
will be reviewed by the members, subject to rejection in
questionable
cases.
To Members of Vets Club:
Accepted applicants will
The pleasure of a few often
serve
one year on an ,"active"
hinders the pleasure of many.
status
and will be placed on
Such was the case at the
an
"inactive"
status the followHomecoming game on October
ing
year
unless
elected to one
21, 1961.
of the nine offices, in which
We noted with di.sapproval case the newly elected officers
the childish artd undesirable wilt serve the additional year.
actions which not only degrade
Letters of application should
your organiaztion but also our be addressed as follows:
college. Your display during Duke
the half time activities was lntercollegiat~ Knights
disrespectful to ·our official St. Box 684, EWSC
hostess, Sacaj~wea, our Home- Cheney, Washington
coming Royalty, our band, our
yell squad, our football team,
The American Museum of
the Sponsor Corps, the Alum- Natural History is located in
ni, and most of all to the fac- New York City.

Meet Your

Afg S. Officers
By Gymme Williams

"Enjoy, Enjoy, Enjoy, What?
That was a question Bob Bruya, our Activities vice president heard addressed to him
manytimes , last Wednesday
after the Easterner came out.
Bob and the duties of his
office were being introduced
to the student body in an
article which apparently the
printer decided to make shorter. But he- cut part of the
story.

....

IKS SEEK
APPLICATIONS

The question threw him at
first, but then he answered it
with one word, "Everything."
Then added "I love life." He
likes pep-o-min life savers., too.
,

.

,,

Waterbuoy's Slate
. Future Meeting
Due to a combinatLon of unfortunate circumstances the
reorganizational meeting of
the Waterbuoy's Club, scheduled for Thursd;iy last week
did not materialize. It was
felt, however, that many who
wo ld like· to have attended
were unable to do so. A second reorganizational meeting
has, therefore, been scheduled for Wednesday, Nov. 1 at
6:30 in the Vashon Room of
the student . union.
For those unfamiliar with
the purposes of Waterbuoys
club it should be noted that
the club, open to both men
and women students, in primarily concerned with promotion of aquatic activities on
the campus. One of the first
activities to be sponsored will
be an "Hawaiian Night" in
the field 'h ouse pool, complete
with authentic Hawaiian music
and dancers. It is hoped as
well that if sufficient interest
is shown that an extensive
water show production might
be produced this year.
Anyone unable to attend
this meeting may register for
the club by contacting Mr.
Stratton at the Fieldhouse.

"Big Charlie Is Back ...

Don't Worry, You~,e B,eing Watched!
By Don Dressel

"After driving the same streets and roads for one, two, three
or four years, the scenes of the changing season go unnoticed.
Just ask any commuter."
The above paragraph was taken from the October 25th issue
of the Easterner. These words were a few of many that adorned
the front page picture. Now I admit this may hold true for some
commuters, but there is one particular commuter it cannot possibly apply to - the hunting commuter.
Certainly, autumn bripgs the beauty of trees shedding their
many colored leaves to the winds, and there is a certain crispness in the air. Football games and harvest moons are all a part.
But to the hunter fall brings the scent of smoke, fried pheasant, or roasted venison. Most of you may rest assured that somewhere in your warm classroom there is a person ,champing at the
bit to don his "gamey" clothes and ,walk 15 or 20 miles in the
cold, damp morning in search of the elusive wild life.
To get back to the beautiful but unnoticed scenery the commuter passes each day. Now the , properly indoctrinated hunter
has his shotgun and rifle with him at all times in the car. They
are always ready for a little road hunting en route to Eastern.
The commuting hunter has the proverbial "eyes in the back of
his head" looking for the familiar strutting Chinese rooster or
the white flag of a wary deer. He will undoubtedly have everyone in the car pool searching, searching, searching along with
him. Success will mean the difference between gourmet food on
the table and .'a , TV dinner.
The road from Spokane will remain ess~ntially the same with
its curves and chtick holes, and the future student commuters
will be the same breed as the commuters in the present student
body. The scenery will be there also, with possibly a tree or
two missing, but it will always be noticed by the commuting
hunter.
Page 2
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But Not. For Long!"

RO'T;C's Offici~I Hostess
The SponsJr Corp
By Judy Lowe
o~ the girls include ushering
Official hostess of the RO- a~ convocations and basketTC with a mission to help on b*-11 games, assisting at the
campus is the mqtto of t he blood bank, sponsoring a
EWSC Sponsor Corp.
CJiristmas party for orphans,
Sponsor Corp, acording to participating in the Cadet CapCaptain Thomas R. Whalen
e s stage show and accompanyadvisor for the gro,up, hai , ing the ROTC to drill and rifle
been active on the EWSC cam- meets.
pus for the last five or six
New uniforms were puFcha·syears. Last year the Corp was e last year and can be seen
revised from a type of social o campus every Thursday
organization into what it was d ring spring quarter and
· meant to be-sponS'ors for the· e ~ery F)'iday during fall and
ROTC, according to Captain w nter quarters. This very atvVhalen.
tr ctive uniform consist of
Some of the various duties w ite tailored suit, white hat,
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At last week's President's Convocation Or. Richard Hagelin
presents Cadet Maior William E. Scamahorn with an award
recognizing his schol'astic and leadership ability while attendirig
Summer Camp at Ft. Lewis, Washington. Or. Hagelin, a member
~f the Spokane Chapter of the Reserve Officers Association,
presented the award on behalf of the association,

BOUFFANT STYLES ·VA,NIS-H
An informed source reported today that the Federal
Food and Drug Administration. is investigating the FleurUrea-Diamine compound sold
by a large chemical corporation to a leading cosmetics
company.
This compound is used in
the manufacture of a hair
spray which is widely used by
young women on this campus
to keep _their hair fluffed and
stiff for the latest fad-·the
Bouffant style-which originated not in France as assumed,
but in Kantanga.
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It has been reported that
the F. U. D. compound which
is used as the supportihg base
of the hair spray has one
small, adverse effect-after
eight appliactions, users report baldness.

By David Mann
One of the chief objectives of Communism is to eventually
take control of the world with their dominating dictatorship,
destroying the freedom of capitalism.
As Americans living under a democratic gpvernment, governed by the people and the fdeedom of man, these four East·ernites were asked, "how they feel Americans as a whole are
protecting and guarding against the threat of communism."

Hadley Harper, CCF advisor, stated, "I do
not vie\}' communism as a serious t~reat to
the . Internal Security
the United States.
Communism has been rejected by the overwhelming majority of Americans and cannot
be considered as a 'live option.' However
subversion hy communist agents has not
ceased. Thus it is necessary that vJgilant
investigations be carried out by the proper
authorities and that the offender be dealt
Harper
with in our courts. The FBI has done a good job investigating
and keeping th,e communist underground under surveila~ce."
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Thirty · members of the ROTC S
their driUs in fr.ont of the SUB. T
as official hostess for the ROTC
prospective members at a ~ea t
Anderson hall ~lounge.

Neil Bropphy, a junior, stated, "Democracy
is basically a slow,. acting process when compared. to Communism which disregards individual rights in its all out fight for world conquest.. Today, however, Americans are rising
to the challenge of the Red Horde and, , our
indominitable spirit will shine through the
shawod of the dreaded Hammer and Sickle."

onsor Corp execute one of
e Sponsor Corp, which acts
department, will interview
is evening in the Louise

white flat shoes and white
gloves. For a little color the
girls wear red throat scarves.
The ROTC furnish the hats,
but · each girl must clothe herself. The expense usually
comes to about $25., according ,
to Captain Jo Christensen;
Public Relations Officer of the
Corp.
1'apping New Members Soon
The Corp will- number 45
when the 15 new members are
tapped after mid-term. Returning cadets, cadet officers
and old sponsor corp members
pick the new girls according
to their qualifications.
To qualify for the Sponsor
Corp a girl must be a freshman, sophomore, or first quarter junior. She must have a 2.
gpa, personality, poise and
general social adjustment. A

te~ for interested girls will be
he d tonight from 7:30 p. m.
un il 9:30 p. m. in Louise Ande son lounge and final selectioh wiJl follow personal interviews by the ROTC members
and Sponsor Corp girls.
I
Drill Team, Too
~side from participation
wi~h the :f{OTC, the girls have
a frw maneuvers of their own.
Alli 45 girls make up a Sonsor
Corp drill team. Perhaps some
of you saw them perform at
Hotnecoming? Well, keep your
eyes peeled next spring, becallse they'll also march in the
\Venatchee Apple Blossom
Festival parade and the Spoknqe Lilac parade.
So, even though the cadets
sal*te the Sponsor Corp out of
co~rtesy, the whole student
bo~y should salute them for a
job well done.

SENIOR RECITAL
SUNDAY,NOV.5

A~PL'ICATIO-NFOR
ADMISSIO,NDUE

A senior recital will be pre-

sented this Sunday, Nov. 5, by
Gloria Sahlenker, soprano. The
program will feature Miss
Schlenker in a number of
solos ranging from the arias of
Handel, Hayden, and Mozart

Sophomore Don Dressen said, "Under our
, present system of government by representa. tion, we send men to Washington for the purpose of safe-guarding our ideals and heritage
against the menace of Communism. We do
place our trust in the representatives to utilize correct Judgment in the protection of this
hemisphere. Whether in a verbal war, paper
war or an ALL OUT WAR."

C. R. "Tarz" Williams junior 'a t Eastern
voiced, "I don't believe that Americans are
guarding against Communism. I believe that
most of us are trying to identify with something that will make us seem Secure in a nattional sense as ' well as in a primary group
sense, but as for specific saf e,guards agains
Communism we as a people are still groping
along. We moralize, we call upon religion to
William&
bolster our taith and we investigate. My, God,
how we investigate. But we never accomplish what we want.
A guard against Communism/'

·. :';;i;f "' ~ '~-:·;.: :·•·":;,{(
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Students preparing to ·teach
wil have until Friday, Nov. 3
to ile appliactions for admissio to the Professional Educatio program, Dr. L. E. Patmo e, director of professional
edu ation admissions, di~closed , his week.
·

V✓ednesday,

November 1
10 a. m.- , Phi Delta Kappa
Harbor "B" ·
'
1_2 noon- Wednesday film
series, Bali
2-5 p. m.-Isle-land
Bali
closed for cleaning.
2:40 p. m.-Blue Key San
Juan.
'
6:15 p. m. -Bachelors Club
San Juan.
'
6:30 p. m.-Spurs, Capri.
6:30 p. m.-"Fashlon" re1
he!rsal, Showalter auditorium.
, p. m.-Inter-varsity Vashon.
'
7 p. m.-Business Club ' Capn.
8 p. m;-s-Dames Club, Sutton Hall lo.unge.
Thursday, November 2
All day-U. S. Naval team
visit, Isle-land loboy.
All day-Art Department
Exhibits, 2nd floor Showalter.
. 3:40 p. m.-PE major meeting, corrective therapy, Bali.
.3:4.0 p. m.-Creative Arts
D1v1s10n Recital, LA Hall
lounge.
6 p. m.-CCF Discussion Series, Capri. ·
6 p .. m.-·Ski .Club, Vashon-.
6~30 p . . m. -AS Couneil
Cove.
'
6:30 p. m.-"Fashion" rehearsal, Showalter auditorium
Friday, November 3
·
All day-U. S. Naval team
visit, Isle-land:. lobby.
11:15 a. m.-Travel Film
srries, Capri. ·
6:30 p . m.-"Fashion" rehearsal, Showalter auditorium.
9 p. m.-IRC Mixer, Bali. .
Saturday, November 4
1:30 p. -m.-EWSC vs. UPS,
Tacoma.
7 p. m.-ROTC party at
Fairchild.
Sunday, November 5
3:15 p. m.-Senior Voice
Recital, Showalter auditorium.
5 p . m.-CCF Discussion
Series, Capri. ., ·
Monday, November 6
4 p. m.-AWS Council, Cove.
6 p. m.-Evergreen Company ROTC, Bali.
6:30 p. m.-"Fashion'' rehearsal, Showalter auditorium.
7 p. m.-French Club, Capri.
7 p. m.-M-u Phi Epsilon
Music Building.
· '
Tuesd~y, November 7
·
6 p. m.-Savagettes, Capri.
6:3'0 p. m.-"Fashion" rehearsal, Showalter auditorium.
Wednesday, November 8
3:30 p. m.-SWEA, Bali.
6:30 p. m.-Spurs, Capri.
6:30 p. m.-"Fashion" rehearsal, Showalter auditorium.
7 p. m.-Inter-varsity, Vashon.
7 p. m.- Movie, "Song In
My Heart," Bali.

Dean Kab·af Attends
Peace Corps Meet

pplications are to be handwri teh and filed with the
dir ctor, in the Psychology
offi e located in room 163 of
Ma~tin hall. Interested stuOn Sunday and Monday,
dent should be of the sophOct.
15 and · 16, Dean George
omore Psychology level and
J.
Kabat
attended a regional
hav~ qualification · requiremeeting
of
the Peace Corps
me~ts. These iqclude Ed 101,
held
in
Portland,
Ore. Three
Ed. 00, 205 and Psych. 101.
national representatives of the
T e professional education Peace Corps discussed the proapp icants must have a grade gram. They were Dr. Denning
poi t average/of 2 or better. who is Associate Director, Miss
Eac 1 applican must have had Oppenheimer and Mr. Quimby,
Engr,sh clearance, Mathemat- staff members.
ics clearance, have physical
Students interested may
hea]ith and cigor and show pro- see the material on the Peace
Corps in the office of the Dean
fess~onal promise. ,
of
Instruction. It will be made
T ursday, Nov. 9 the appli.
available
to them on request.
can s will be interviewed in After reading
over the mater, Martin hall starting at 7 p. m. ial, any students
interested
in lhe evening. Dr. Patmore should discuss it with Dean
stat d the main purpose of
this interview is ·to determine Kabat.
whe her or not the students
Peace Corps Rep. Coming
interested in the professional
Sometime during November
prolram are thoroughly qualor
December one or two repifi~ to go into the teaching
resentatives of the Washiagproiss.ion.
.ton office of the Peace Corps
will be on campus to further
G over Cleveland was the discuss programs . with inter22n President of the United ested $l.u4ents.
Stat,s.
0

Miss Gl'oria Schlenker
to the modern sounds of Duk·e
and Bernstein.
The recital will begin at 4
p. m. in Showalter auditorium.
During her years at Eastern,
Glor..ia, a student of Mr. Ralph.
Manzo, has sung leads in Bra~r
adoon and Song of N rway
and• ha~ -been soloist with the
Synif>honlc Choir. Her most
recent campus appearance was
during the homecoming show.
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uAutumn Nocturne"
MODERN DANCE
CLASS UNDERWAY Friday Night
A co-educational modern
dance class is held each Tuesday evening at 7 p. m. in FH
13.

"This hour class is just beginning," the P. E. department told the Easterner.
"Everyone is invited to join."

Miss Ramseyer To
Speak To Dames
Miss Susanna
Ramseyer,
German instructor . at EWSC,
will be guest speaker at the
Dames Club meeting tonight.
Miss Ramseyer, who is from
Switzerland, will speak on the
woman's position in her native
country as compared to a woman's position in this country.
The meeting will be held in
Sutton Lounge at 8 p. m.

Tom Hill will play for the
IRC's "Autumn Nocturne" this
Friday night, Nov. 3, in the
Bali Lounge.

LOANS AVAILABLE
Students who wish to apply
for loans may meet ·with the
loan committe each Friday
from 8:30 to 9:30 a. m. or
from 1:40 to 2:40 p. m.
This committee meets in t•h e
Dean of Students office.
Dean of Students, Daryl Hagie, said that appliactions for
National Defense Loans for
winter q\larter must be completed and in my office by
December 1. Applications for
this loan will not be considered after this time.

Surbeck Honored

Marion Surbeck, assistant
to the president, \\'.ill be honored with other members of
Fellowship From NSF the
Central State College at
Now Available
Edmonds, Okla., Southwest
Championship football team of
Graduate fellowships from , 1924 at a Homecoming Letterthe · National · Science Founda- men's Luncheon November 4,
tion are now available. The in Edmonds.
graduate fe}lows,hips have a
value of $1,800. to $2,200., a
Russell J. Smith, and Noryear,. the postdoctoral fellow- man S. Thompson, members of
ships carry a stipend of $5,000 the Business Education Dea year.
partment, spent a weekend in
They are ~yailat,le in the Seattle while attending the anfollowing fielc;l$: mathematics, nual meeting of the Western
physical and biological scienc- Y.l ashington Business Educaes, anthropology, psychology, tion Association which met
geography, economics (exclud- October 28.
ing business administration),
social science (excluding social
work), and histQry and philosophy of sci~ces.
Seniors, graduate students
and faculty members interested may. obtain application
forms from Dr. Ka bat's office.
This should be do.ne befQre
November 10.

Newman Club
Outlines Program

SCHOLARSHIPS
GRANTED

1

SWEA Members To
Represent E'a:slern

A series of lectures entitled
Twelve scholarship awards
'·Contemporary
C a t ,h o 1 i c have
been received by 11
Thought" is sponsored by The freshmen and one sophomore
A delegation of SWEA
Newman Club. Th~ Newwman at Eastern, Miss Dorene GuthClub is a student organization rie, associate professor of members will take part in the
of Catholic students at EWSC. mathematics and chairman of fall Eastern regional ConferThe lectures are conducted the scholarship awards com- ence of the State SWEA in
Ellensburg, on the CWSC camby the Jesuit Faculty of Gon~a- mittee disclosed this week.
pus on Saturday, Nov. 4.
gn University in Spokane.
Lawrence
E.
Brown,
The series is primarily for
This, and the announcement
of
a Spokane
Catholic Students at Eastern, recipient
of
the November 8 meeting
but is open to all members of Indian Tribe scholarship is of SWEA, which is featuring
the student body. Lectures are among several Spokane fresh- Dr. Raymond Whitfield, direcby the faculty members of men named for awards. Lyle tor of EWSC graduate proGonzaga University and are D. Collins, Alan D. Powell and , gram and presently president
definitely on a collegiate level. , George L. Dersul are recip- of the Washington Education
Scheduled for the coming ients of the Ben H. Rice Foun- Association, as . guest speaker,
dation Awards on campus. Re- along with a student teacher
weeks were:
Thursday, Nov. 2-Reverend cipients of the Orbit, Inc. panel discussion of the topics
Robert Renner, "What Did the awards are Mery A. Hill and "Tomorrow We Teach," highWilma J. Lee. '
Renaissance Reform?"
lighted the first SWEA meetThe Spokane County Coun- ing
Tuesday, Nov. 7-Reverend
of the year last Thursqay
Van F. Christoph, "Value cll of Homemakers Club schol- evening, Oct. 26.
Judgments and the Social arship has. been granted to
There were 60 in attendance
Frank H. Oberst, Miss Guthrie with
Sciences."
Miss Alice Moe, Assistant
Thursday, Nov. 9-Reverend stated.
Professor
Speech at EWSC,
Three Spokane Valley fresh- and friendof and
William
Costello, "English
pa~t . s»onsor
men have
also
received of SWEA,· and Mr.
Censorship."
Obed J.
Tuesday, Nov. 14-Rever• awards. 'They are Bruce Leig- \Villiamson, Pnofessor of Edu- ·
Tuesday, Nov. 14-Rever- recht, a Spokane Valley Lions cation, as featured gqe&ts. ·
end Van F. Christoph, "The Club scholarship; Jeani:ie P. 1 The November 8th meeting
Church and Social Planning- Maurer and Roger Wiseman, of SWEA will be held in the
Otis Orchar~s, East Valley
Mater Et Magistra.11
,
Parent-Teachers
Association Bali l~unge at 3:30 in the afAny student or faculty memternoo1;1. This will be, as exber who would be interested in scholarships.
emplified
by Dr. Whitfield,
Colville
Indian Business
particular topics is cordially
the
highlight
of ,Education
Council scholarships
have
invited.
the
Cheney
campus.
week
on
been awarded to Joan E.
Bernard
Kingsly,
assistMr.
'
Smith, aqd a second year scholant
professor
of
Education
at
arship to Ronald H. Lacourse.
EWSC and co-sponsor of SWEA, who moderated the student and teacher panel consistA face lifting for Senior
ing of Francis Harrington,
Hall's lounge is planned for
George Camp, Sue Keller and
the near future.
Brad Joyce will lead the SWEA
It won't be a Frank Lloyd
The Easterner needs a qual- delegation of Allie Weloney,
Wrig•h t production, but with
the addition of some paint, ified typesetter. A salary w.ill Mary Buntrock, George Camp,
new drapes, and furniture, the be available. If anyone is in- Jerry Sutton and the others
room should take on a more terested, contact Pat McMan- yet to be chosen to the regional meet at CWSC, Ellensburg.
us, in room 202 of the SUB.
pleasant atmosphere.

-'Senior H. Remodels

Wanted: Typeseffer

-------~-------------------------

Career Cues

-

"Hit~h your ·wagon to
a 'growth' indust~yand grow with it!"

-------

THAT ARTHUR'S
LOOK
~

Processing, plastics, and electronics are a few examples.
Then pick the one you have a leaning toward, and get
the names of the most progressive companies in that
field.
.
.
One thing I'd like to point out fron:i iny own career i~
•.. a growth industry may also be an old business that's
on the verge of new development. Shortly after leaving
college I found this situation in the Outdoor Advertis•ng
field. What my associates and I did was to employ color,
action and motion to dramatically personify the pro.duct,
brand or services being advertised. In doing so, we developed the modern type 'Spectaculars' t hat talked, blew
. smoke rings, soap bubbles, etc.... signs that changed the
face of Broadway and the famous Times Square area.
This is just one example. The really important thing
to remember is this: When you set your sights on a career,
aim for an industry tha t is going to grow, so you can grow
with it. It's the difference between a rocket that blasts
off, and one that just sits there. Good luck!"

Douglas Leigh, President
Douglas Leigh, Inc.

"A growth industry is a new industry t hat is on the
way up - moving quickly, expanding fast. When you
join a company in one of the growth fields you have
something extra working for you ... you grow up with it.
To find out which industry is right for you, try this : Ask
someone in a good investment office to give you a list of
the industries he considers 'growth industries'. Data

-=~~~~t

i

Douglas Leigh, a Camel smoker
for more than seventeen years,
started h is career at the University of Florida by selling space
in the yearbook. Today, Doug is
building the biggest spectaculars
of his career in the Times Square
area, nnd is a director of the N ew
York World 's Fair of '64-'65.

When the occasio~ is special , , ,
when you must feel your very
loveliest • • • rely on the lai:gest
selection of alter-dark creations,
Every formal is Regiftered at
Atthur's, to be 1ure it w.ill be
yours alone fol' th~ important
event.

,.

fro.en 19.95 ,

·«::;

,J

Pl•n your pleas11,e ahead, too.

•

_.

...,

A~

ffave-a i!JJ oigarette.:;_
Ca-mel

723 rhrndc
tr,,.,,., _,,_,,,,,,.,,:
•t 1·1111
Wat
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SUTTON A-l'S
STILL LEAD
Sutton A-1 led the intramural football league after last
\iVednesday's action with five
.wins and no losses.
The "Old Men" held second
EASTERN BLANKETED AGAIN
place with four wins in as
For the sixth consecutive able to complete only six pass- many games.
week the EWSC Savage foot- es in the first half, found his
The two teams were schedball team faUed to get on the target 13 more times after inuled
for a showdown Monday.
scoreboard as Pacific Luther- termission to set a new allThe
Competitors ,had won
an's Knights blanked the Sav- time PLU completion record
three
and
lost three as of
ages while they were picking for a passer. Seven of McWednesday,
while Sutton A-2
up two tallies in the fourth Clary's receptions went to glue
had
won
two
of four games.
quarter for a 13-0 triumph.
fingered end Ray Bottemiller
who leads the conference in
Other teams' records are:
Once again the Savages dom- that
department . .
Garry Hall, one win and three
inated the play in the first
Bob Brodhun, PLU halfback,
half, but Eastern's weakness scored the first touchdown of los~es; Trailer '.famers, a tie
in the pass defense depart- the game four minutes into and three losses; Hudson Hall,
ment took its toll as the Lutes the fourth quarter. The tally a tie and four losses.
combin~tion of Doug McClary came on an eight yard smash
...... .. ,.
to Ray Bottemiller began to up the center after the Lutes
click in the fouDth quarter and_ had begun the drive on their
the Savages dropped · by the own 39 yard line, but the Mc·wayside.
Clal\y to Bottemiller com binaE~stern began strong in the tion had taken the ball to the
·f irst quarter behind tl1e bard EWSC 20 to set up the score.
lfre•h a.nd be.•utiful
TUI;Uling of Al JohnS!)n, Daye
Big Keith Shaban, PLU 1,ineas Spring
Davis and Ed Laulamen and driv:er scored the second
•some fine field generalship of touchdown with just five minfreshman Elmor.e Brooks. The utes remaining in the gam,e.
Savages marched from their Shaban ·was the offensive I'
,own 28 and · marched straight groll)ld gaining le~der for
· Cheney, Wash.
upfield for 61 yards to the Lu- both teams as he gah1ed 93
theran 11. Brooks then faded yards in the 23 times he carback for a pass, but seeing his ried the ball.
Teceivers covered, skirted left
,.
end for the remaining 11
yards only to have it · called
STUl)ENT WATCH 'REPAIR
back on an offensive holding
penalty on the Savages.
WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
''
Eastern's stiff defense held
STUDENT RATES
FREE
ESTIMATES
the Lutes in tow throughout
tlie first half and their furCALL KE 4-0065
therest penetration the entire
Sunday through Thursqay after 6 p. m.
11alf was to Eastern 35.
Before the halftime gun
SANDVIG WATCH SERVICE
sounded, Eastern was able to '·
get two more sustained drives
Tom Sandvig, Prop.
underway, but each time the
Spokane, Wast:-.
goal line was sighted the
Lutes were able to repell
them. Halftime statistics favored Eastern by a wide margin of 161 net yards to 97 for
PLU.
The second half saw the
Lutes come charging back byway-of the accurate throwing .
Milk~
.arm of Lute quarterback ·n~ug
McClary. McClary, who was
,...

flowers

Chet's

I'

Ditton's Dairy

THE OPTIMIST
By Walt Hartman

"My kingdom for a touchdown," is the cry of the Eastern Washington State College
football team as game number six was completed last
weekend with nothing but
"goose-eggs" appearing on the
scoreboard for the Savages.
Once again, the Savages
looked strong in the first half
and completely dominated
play for the first 30 minutes.
In the first quarter, frosh Elmore Brooks hit paydirt on a
quarterback keeper, but as
luck would have it, an Eastern
lineman was whistled for offensive ,holding and the play
was called back.
Glen Crandal, ~d Laulainen,
Paul Lerch and Harley Allen
performed brilliantly for the
Savages on defense against
the L\lte ground game, but in
the second half, PLU went to
the air and the Savages couldn't contain the Lute's fine
quarterback Dou~ MoClary.
The game, which lasted 65
minutes because of a discrepancy in tn~ scoreclock, was a
thrilling · affair with neither
team showing much offensive
potency until the final period.
McClary set an all-time RLU
completion record for Lutheran quarterbacks with an
amazing total of 19 completions, eight of them coming
in the final period.

Coach Red Reese, who is
entering his S'2nd year at the
helm of the Savage hoop
squad expects one of his finest seasons, as he lost only
one player via graduation. The
big problem so far is needed
strength on the backboard.
The Savages , have only one
man returning underneath
with full time post experience
in the form of 6'5" Dave Danielson and they could certainly
use another horse underneath.
Dick Hannan, voted Most
Valuable Player last year by
his teammates returns with
Ted Paterson at the guard positions and the two combined
cou_.ld give the Sav.ages the
toughest defensive backcourt
combination in the league.
\'

Rumor?

Rumor has it that 11 EWSC
football players were spotted
in a pumpk\n patch last night
in anticipation of the Great
Pumpkin Man who was to
bring the~ a bundle of toqchdowns for next week's game
against the University of Puget Sound at Tacoma.

Basketball Underway

The EWSC ba&k~tball team
is in full swing as they enter
their third week of practice.
Several promising freshmen
are giving the "old vets" a
real run for their money. They
incluqe a pair of towering
l~ds frQm Canada, Bob Jarvis
and Dick Skerm~r, Bob Gay,
a flashy guard from Colfax,
and Uldis Abolins, postman
from Sumner.

.
STUDENTS - Your Credit Is
Go.od ... Set. your own tEtrms.
Dia~onds
Watches
Jewelry
Gifts
Radios
MANDELL CRED. JEWELEftS

· 109 W. Riyerside

and
Ice Cream
Products

SET TO REFLECT
YOUR OWN GOOD

TASTE

A · guaranteed pe.rfed
diamond, set in a beau- . .
tiful mounting, is youn
when you choQse Keepsake . .. the best dia-·
mond value available

For Home Deliveries

Phone
BE -5-4102

anywhere.

I

•

ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED ON PARTS & LABOR

605 FIRST ST.
CHENEY, WASH.

The Colleg"e Bookstore
IMPORT FAIR .
B.E GINN.ING OCTOBER 23. ,
Know the excitement and fun of discovery and selection
of shopping the world's market places. You'll want to take
your time brousing through the bounty we've gathered
from around the world. Shop for yourself and your home;

JASPER

$ 350.00
$62.50

Wedding Ring

DRAPER

$125.00

Wadding Ring

$62.50

or for your friends and relatives . . . shop our 3rd Floor
i:mport Shop for ,exciting gifts that will always be remembered.
Look for the blue tag, your guide to a world shopping tour.

Greeting ,c ards
Brfn~ new assortment

Smlth Jew

COME lN TO READ ...

I'$

AND LAUGH WITH US.

40I ht Street
ct.ney,

.

SU BUILDING - CHENEY

Import Fair ... 3rd Floor
\
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.Where The Student Fees Go

extra money go back into the
school than go to the State.
The money is held in a Cheney bank ju tb.e school's account and the school's use.
Paying off bonds is one of
the primary uses of the money
derived from fees. There is a
$~ fee which is used to pay
on the Louise Anderson Hall
bond. This bond was taken out
in 1951 to complete the girl's
dorm. The originaal bond is
being paid off at the rate of
about $40,000 a year. This
money is taken frqm the .dorm
income, and income and profit
from food service.
In addition to the $2 fee,
there is a $16 fee which is
pledged to the new men's
dormitory. This money is used
to pay off the federal loan
which has been given to the
college for building the dorm.
The loan will •be paid off in
40 years.
"The loan can be paid off in
advance, however," Johns asseI,"ted. "All the present bonds
are being paid off years ahead
of the original, schedule. This
is due to the increase in enrollment." .
When a bond is paid off
then it can either be dropped
or applied to another bond.
( . Continued on page 8)

Building
character
and Slate Legislature, our leaders
knowledge are not the only passed a law which set UJ? a
things Eastern students are fund called the EWSC Capital
Autumn is here and the writing of a colunm gets harder day doing in school- They are Projects
Account," Johns conafter day.
btJilding dorms and classrooms tinued. "This account will be
My fellow students are out in the fields hunting, or some- as well.
used for construction of acathing, and I am here at my typewriter doing my darndest to
We were confronted with demic buildings on Eastern's
be "refreshing, creative, and original. ' (Editor's orders)
the problem of student fees campus. The money for this
*
*
*
this year when our entrance is derived from the tuition."
He said that it would be sevCredit where credit is due dept: Two issues · ago I made the fees were increased half again
statement that the visit to our campus of John Ciardi while the as much as last year. This eral years before there would
humanity classes were studying his translation of The Inferno year's fees were the highest be enough money in the fund
in the history of the school to start building more strucwas ironic. Besides using the wrong word (Ironically), I was to and
they are due to increase
here.
later find out by many, many people that this was no accident. to $70 next fall. Why are we tures
Another innovation is the inThe curriculum of the humanities course was set up with this required to pay more? Where cidental fee which replaces
visit clearly in mind.
is the money going?
several fees amounting to $19
A tip of the hat to Dr. Halwas. This is the way I think a colTo answer these questions, last year. This fee of $11 covI paid a visit to Fred Johns, ers library, health, laboratory,
lege should be run .- .,
,.
Comptroller. Johns is an ex- guidance and instructional
tremely
busy business man fees. It is this fee that is going
I am enjoying the new hairstyles. I saw a girl qn campus the
the
job of untangling to be raised $2.50 fall q uarter
given
other day who was 6'8" tall-with her hair combed normally
and putting back together the 1962.
she was 5'4". With these new "high" hairdo's, I don't know if multi-million dollar finances at
"We wanted to soften the
I should say "hello" or ·"umbualla."
EWSC. Upon facing him with blow of raising fees," Johns
*
*
•
my somewhat ponderous ques- said smiling, "so we increased
Just finished Saul Bellow's novel Dangling Man (Meridian, tion he set right to work get- them only half again as much.
ting out finance records and This was done with the idea
$1.25, 189 pages.)
of raising the fees again later.
Mr. Bellow's style of writing is by far the outstanding feature books.
"The
first
fee
students
are
If
we don't raise them the
of this book. The main task set by the author is the showing of
subjected
to
when
they
enter
state
will."
the insight in his main character, a young man waiting for inEastern is the $15 tuition,"
He
went on to say that the
duction into the army.
Johns said. "This is something maximum fees a college of this
Joseph is waiting. He has been waiting some time and he can new for Eastern students."
type can charge is $75 a quarsee no end to his. waiting. He quit his job and then, by techni"At the last session of the ter. It is better to make that
calities and red tape, his induction is held up.
'Fhe story is written in the form of a day by day diary.
While waiting, Joseph's life has become stagnant-from stayBowl with the finest - AMF Auto Pinsetters.
in~ in his room and reading, to just waiting.
c'i have thought of going to work," our hero states, "but I
10 perfectly finished lanes.
am unwilling to admit that I do not know how to use my freedom
and have to embrace . the flunkydom of a job because I have no
resources-in a word; no character."
This appears to be the main charasteric of Joseph, uno charMaybe I

.

r--------------------------------------

acter/'

should get

Here is a good picture of the period of life that exists between
the· regimented military existance and the freedom of civilian
life.
..
This, in my opinion, is not the story of a single individual,
it is more the account of an entire generation. Possibly the
entire book -can best be summed up in the last lines of the
novel:
" .. . I am no longer to be held accountable for myself; I am
grateful for that. I am in other hands, relieved of the self•
determination, freedom cancelled.
"Hurray for regular hours!
"And for the supervision of spirit l
"Long live regimentation!"

a lighter
ball?

Lanes
League Bowling Plus
• Trophy Tournaments

*
Last Thursday Big Time Charlie made a repulsive appearance
•

r

*

• Convenient Snack Bar
and plenty of parking space

at the Dave Brubeck concert. Charlie was in his usual state of
marination.
·· ·

With all the students that want to be admitted to Eastern
it is too bad that Charlie has to slosh -around campus, loosing
his glasses, and being totally obnoxious while there are some

worthy students kept on a waiting list. Come on, Charlie, grow
up . .

Girls - Be "Quee" for ·aDay" - Weds. Afternoon

The commuters are going to take the windshield wipers off
their cars and then they can park anywhere. (No place for
t1ckets!)
*

.I think I have found the main trouble with this ca'mpus.
It is not the faculty or the administration. It is the students.

SIC FLICS

Too many of them think they are still -in high s~hool and the
others have the mistaken idea that they are not 1n college. We
are void of college students. What do the rest of you think?

Ratcliffe ,Co. your 1.ocal
Ford dealer welcomes yo~
to Eastern

We repair alt' makes.

~tfi
E
l
est~

Let us repair while you are in school.

~

"All I have·· to do is fly to
St.Louis and··, back and then ·
I'm initiated?" : ~ ..

We pick up and deliver·
....
Phone BE 5-6238

Cheney, Wash.

•

Pat e 6
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21 Q_REAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

AGED MILD, BLENDED ' MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD -THEY SATISFY ...

ARS MUSICA

Dave Brubeck Plays

A Review on ,he.Dave Brubeck Quartet .
By Terry Dougherty
Last Thursday afternoon the
very famous Brubeck Quartet
vjsited our campus. Although
they were scheduled to perform at four, the cutrains were
not drawn open until the
clock in Showalter Auditorium had struck ten 'til six.
Many of the audience remained in their seats ,during the
long wait between the scheduled time of the quartet's
actual appearance. However
the quality of the . concert
made a delay of any length
worthwhile.
The program consited of the
following: "Gone With the
\Vind," Yo· Go To My Head,"
"One For The Money . . . ,"
"Waltz Limp," "The Wright
Groove,"
"Swanee River,"
"Take Five," and "Blue Rondo
A La Turk."
Poly-Meter Popular

The consistent use of polymeter (simultaneous use of
more than one type of meter)
and mixed meter (different
meters which follow each
other in close succession) is a
dinstinguishing feature of this
jazz group. Such devices were
amply and ingeniously employed throughout the program.
Particularly interesting was
the mixed meter-used as a basis for One For The Money,
Two For The Show. .. It consisted of two three-four mea ures followed by two fourfour measures. Then to add to
the complexity of it, a polymetric effect was obtained
when the drummer began to
play a steady two-four pattern
against the existing mixed
meter scheme. The effectiveness of Blue Rondo A La Turk,·
which is currently very popular, depends almost solely on
mixed meter. The effectiveness
of poly-meter as a rhythmic
devise was very capably demonstrated in Waltz Limp. The
. drummer played a duple meter. Against this the bass re-

inforced every third beat so as
to effect a triple meter, while
Desmond and Brubeck both alternated between· a basic three
beat meter and a two-beat
meter. This same treatment
was given Swanee River.
Continual Change

One of the more sublteaspects of these variable metric
schemes was the manner in
which the musicians changed
from one meter to the next.
Particularly with Brubeck did
these points of rhythmic transition seem so effectiv . While
somewhere in the midst of his
improvisation he would, wlth
the preciseness of a mathematician; alter the length of one
of the notes ever so minutely,
anq then-snicker-snack !-the
meter had changed, almost imperceptibly. It was beautiful!
No less beautiful, ·nor less
subtle, was the velvet stream
of
musical consciousness
which flowed from Desmond.
Every idea proceeded logically and naturally from a previous idea, blossomed forth in
luxuriant ·bloom, and then dissolved of its own fecundityonly to be reconstructed and
reshaped into a new mold,
Eugene Wright was f eatu red
in a number · entitled The
Wright' G_roove. He demonstrated a remarkable feat of
skill in his use of double- and
trip1e-stops
(stopping
and
sounding two or three string
simultaneously) on the ,bass.
This is a difficult enough
practice witli the violin, viola,
or cell0, but it is nearly impossible to do on the 'bass. The
ease and dexterity of his fingering · belied the years of
strenuous training which accounted for it.
In Castillian Blues and Take
Five, the drummer, a very
able
percussionist
by the
name of Joe Morrelo, was allowed to demonstrate his technique. It was particularly impressed with the sense of form

which · he displayed iin Take
Five. Every idea began with
a simple rhythmic motif which
was extended and elaborated
until some point of culmination was reached. After this
it gradually subsided, and new
elements were in~roduced
which were treated accordingly in their turn. In this manner very smooth transitions
were effected betweerl the expositions of these ideas, so
that one could not say with
certainty where one idea left
off and another began. There
was nothing haphazaitd about
it. It revealed the presence of
a remarkably well-otganized
intellect.

KEW,C Programing Notes
November
November
November
November

CLIP AND SAVE
l "Sex Before and After Marriage," 10:40 p. m.
2 Re-broadcast of Dave Brubeck, 10:40 p . m.
8 "Disarmament and Peace," 10:40 p. m.
15 "Communism," 10:40 p. m.

t'~
~
5!, : "~

Double Cheese on
Double Meat on

~\~

French Buns

'"- ,

Dependence on Tradition

One peculiarity of t~s quartet is its dependence on the
established, traditionai formal
elements in the development
of its particular idioIIJ.atic expression. One usuallYt' associates such formal devices as
sequence, imitation, inversion,
and the like with tile great
masters of the baroque and
"classical" periods. But the
musicians in this quartet make
as valid use of them as any
great composer-past or pres, ent-ever did. All the members of this quartet h~ve had
extensive formal . training in
the "classics," and have been
favorably iI,lculcated 'Y,ith the
ideals, disciplines, antl conventions of fine.-arts music.
These things they theµ adapt
to their own style of playing
with the result that t~ey produce the greatest quality of expression in jazz musici If any
of those young aspiring •jazz
musicians in the audiehce had
any doubts about a firm f oundation · in traditional theory
and instrumental technique
being the sine qua non of jazz
then
surely
musicianship,
these doubts were disp~lled by
the marvelous artistry of the
Brubeck Quartet.

"
Spacious room for drive-in snacks or
delicious restaurant meals.

M-N-M Drive In
I

•

Film --- 24c/roll
620

127

120

CHENEY DRUG
Warren H. Westerman

410 First St.

RUMMAGE SALE
NOVEMBER 1-4
Golf Clubs

Tables

'Baby Beds

Chairs

Dishes

Lamps

Appliances

Tea Carts

Books

Clothing for all ages

METHODIST WOMEN
Ameri~an Legion Hall

College Avenue

You'll
Love it!

Stereos.

Radios

When It's Cleaned At

Used TV's
Complete Service Shop

Dry Cleaners
Come 1n and talk to us about

Cheney, Wash.

BUDGET TERMS

Girls! Let us take care of those clothes

Ma.rshall,Wells
Edgett Bros., Onwers

I

which req_uire "Quality Care."
Cheney
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Wh~re the Student
Fees Go

IJT'S 1illKrTulllC.FB

tinued from page 6)
Johns ointed out the schedule to e, which showed that
the L bond was about eight
years head, and the others
were t e same or more.
"The only problem is," he
i-nid. "that we had to pledge
the revenues from the present
and fu ure dorms against the
origina LA bond and the married student's court bond.
That is I why we had to charge
the $16\ fee :for the new men's
dorm."
John$ hesitated at this
point. '1'Now how much does
that m11ke? "
"Tha~ is only $44," I said,
''How about the other $23.50?"
"Oh yes! We have the Lyceum fee lof $2 and the Alumni
fee of !1," he said. "The Lyceum fee pays for the concerts
and le*ures that we have
from ti 1e to time on campus."
"Stud nts don't know what
they ale losing when they
don't a tend these functions,
do they." I interjected.
"No " he said "and very few
' amounts to
realize' hat this
about $ 5,000 a year."
Accor · g to Johns, all $tudents m st pay $12 for a lifetime me bership in the Alum1

1

JUST OON'T
GET ANY

''WlfACKY"
IDEAS!

As long as we're "talking turkey," let's talk about the ease with
which Mbm cooks a big Thanksgiving dinner, electrrc:ollr,, with
much of ~he dor free to enjoy with the· family. "Reddy I Kilowatt is th):lnkfu he can furnish the service that makes this
convenien "'e possible at one of th~ lowest rates in the U.S~A.

THE W4SHINGTON WATER POWER CO.
I

I

.

Thurs., November· 2

REXALL
IC SALE

ni As~ociation. They are paid
in advance at the rate of $1
per quarter for four years.
The Associated Men Students and the Associated Women Students take 50 cents
per quarter to finance their
activities. Such events as the
beard growing contest, forums, and Dad's Day are covered by these dues.
"The largest single fee that
is collected on registration
day is the Associated Students
fee." he continued. "The $20
that is taken is applied to the
$125,000 budget that the AS
has this year."
To help pay the two bonds
against_1 the student union, $5
is taken from the AS fee. The
union is being paid off separately from the other bonds
and no money is appropriated
from any other source to help
pay for them.
Johns settled back for the
first time since I had entered
his office. "So that's where
the money goes-All $67.50 of
it."
teachers'
"What . about
pay? " I asked. "Doesn't it
come out of tuition?"
"No," he answered, "we are
the only state which uses tuition . for paying off buildings.
Teachers' pay comes from appropriation."
He handed a 1booklet marked

"Appropriations for EWSC"
and pointed out the total appropriation. A whistl escaped
me when I saw the s aggering
figure of $4,715,587 or a two
yi;ar period!
As I dazedly got up to leave,
Johns gave me these reparting
words: "Rising fees re inevitable-We just hope twill be
gradual."
, I

Home Ee. Club
Initiates 17
The Ellen H. Richar s Home
Economics club held is initiation dinner Tuesday, Oct. 24.
The menu was simila to the
one planned by Mrs. ennedy
for , the White House celebration of United Nation Day.
The 17 new mem rs are
Julie Warfield, Carol adrent
Kathy Knox, Marie Fairbanks,
Doreen
Patricia
Maurer,
Knott, Terry Byers, Jo ce Williams, Diane Olson, Marilyn
Horn, Soula Pampari Beth
Maness, Lael Hurt, Delores
Lehrman, Mary Lynn gsdon,
Mary Jo Stachofsky, a d Priscilla Walden.
Louise Anderson, former
head of the Home Ee nomics
department, was also resent.

.o Has the Berti·n crisis increased

.

.

the likelihood of military service for. you?

i
Buy 1 at Regular Price
Get 1 for 1 Cent

OWL PHARMACY
Cheney, Wash.

..

'

Hol111es Hardware
Plumbing -

Heating -

Sporting Goods -

Coal -

Frigidaire -

ql YES ,

Gifts

RCA Appliances & Television

SALES & SERVICE
402 1st -

Cheney, Wn. -

8 ·How long have

' f9 With an exam
coming up ..•

Bendix

ONO

you been smoking
yopr present brand?

BE 5-4402

Bowling Leagues
'' Join• Now''
~ would you study and get a B

Mondays ________________ __ Mixed Teams
Tuesdays· ............... Women's Teams
Wednesdays _________ _____ Men's Teams
Thursdays ____ _______ __ _ Mixed Doubles

~
, '

or keep a big date and settle for C?
'

.,
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